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ABSTRACT 

CNES developed a Framework called REGARDS (REnewal 

of Generic tools to Access and aRchive Space Data) to 

catalog and archive space mission’s data, addressing various 

topics from Earth Observation to Astronomy, as well as 

physical sciences and technology. REGARDS is highly 

configurable and adaptable for Mission Centers (Life of 

Mission Archive) and for the thematic Data Centers (Long 

Term Archives). 

This paper presents the main characteristics of 

REGARDS (functions, architecture, configuration and 

adaptation to meet the requirements of a project) and two use 

cases for the SWH (SPOT World Heritage) archive and for 

the renewal of the CNES long term storage facility (STAF). 

For SWH, the paper presents the steps of the deployment 

of a REGARDS catalog containing about 20 million of 

products (30 years of data from SPOT 1 to SPOT 5 missions): 

prototyping, configuration and plugin development. 

The CNES long term storage facility (STAF) relies on 

hardware (tape libraries) and a dedicated API, that will both 

be obsolete in a few years. One of the aims of the CNES 

DATALAKE project is to move archived data to a new 

infrastructure and to replace the STAF API by REGARDS. 

The paper shortly describes the evolution of the STAF service 

(from 1995) and the aims of the DATALAKE project. The 

paper focuses on the main steps of migration to a new API 

based on REGARDS.  

 

Index Terms— data, catalog, archives, storage, 

datalake, STAF, SWH, SPOT, Long Term Archives. 

1. CONTEXT 

REGARDS development started in 2015. Current release 

(V1.4) is being integrated by two Mission Centers being 

developed: SWOT (altimetry and hydrology) and 

MICROCARB (quantify CO2 in the atmosphere). This 

release is also in operation or pre-operation for CDPP (French 

Data Center for space Plasma Physics), AVISO (Data Center 

for altimetry missions), SERAD (Data Archive of several 

space missions).  

Due to its high capabilities of configuration and 

adaptability, the use of REGARDS framework optimizes 

development and maintenance costs. REGARDS is able to 

cope with huge data volumes expected from space missions 

in the 2020 and beyond. REGARDS addresses the 

interoperability needs and meets the need to bring the 

processing as close as possible to the data.  

 

REGARDS is an open source software (under GPLv3 

license): https://github.com/RegardsOss 

2. REGARDS ARCHITECTURE 

REGARDS [1], [2] application architecture relies on micro 

services. These micro services (developed in JAVA) are 

highly cohesive and loosely coupled web services, interacting 

inside the cluster using synchronous (REST through HTTP 

protocol) and asynchronous communications. A web user 

interface (front end) provides user and administration 

functions and interacts with the micro services (back end). 

 

 

Fig. 1. REGARDS Architecture 

 

The administration interface provides classical 

administration functions (for example, users and access rights 

management), but also a large number of configuration 

functions. Plug in mechanism allows to extend functions of 

micro services and web interface.  

 

 

Fig. 2. REGARDS Plugin 

 

The next section presents an example of application of 

these possibilities to build a catalog access system.  

https://github.com/RegardsOss


3. REGARDS SWH 

SWH [3] is an initiative from CNES to preserve and publish 

the SPOT products. SPOT 1 to 5 satellites have collected 

more than 20 million of images all over the world during the 

last 30 years (from 1986 to 2015). The current L0 archived 

products represent a total size of about 700 Tbytes.  

In 2019, all L0 data have been reprocessed to produce 

L1A data (despatialized images in the GEOTIFF ‘standard 

image format’ associated with an XML descriptive file in the 

‘DIMAP format’). These L1A products represent 1 Pbyte 

online data. In 2020, REGARDS was used to build an access 

catalog to these data.  

 

 

Fig. 3. REGARDS SWH home page 

3.1.1. STEP 1: data model configuration 

An SWH product is described by about 40 attributes. Some 

of them are standard attributes (DataFileSize for instance), 

but most of them are specific to earth observation thematic 

(CloudCover for instance). 

The web administration interface allows to describe this 

model and to define the layout in the web user interface, as 

shown in fig. 4 and 5. 

 

 

Fig. 4. admin interface: data model configuration 

 

Fig. 5. user interface: attributes of SWH product 

3.1.2. STEP 2: search criteria 

An important step is to configure the search forms. 

REGARDS web administration interface allows to choose 

attributes that will be used in search criteria. Search forms are 

dynamically built in the user interface as shown in fig. 6 and 

7. 

 

 

Fig. 6. admin interface: search form configuration 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. user interface: search form 



3.1.3. Step 3: metadata ingest 

Step 1 and 2 illustrate the REGARDS parametrization 

capabilities. Step 3 illustrates REGARDS adaptation 

capabilities through plug in development.  

To produce and ingest metadata, the dataprovider micro 

service browses the files arborescence and, for each DIMAP 

file, applies a plug in that will produce a SIP (Submission 

Information Package). A SIP is a GeoJson file containing the 

values of the attributes (read in the DIMAP file) 

corresponding to data model as defined in step 1. 

 

 

Fig. 8. Detail of a SIP 

 

This plug in is the only piece of code that has been 

developed for building SWH catalog. The web administration 

interface allows to define acquisition processing chains that 

apply the plug in on the 20 million SWH products.  

 

 

Fig. 9. Admin interface : acquisition chains management 

3.1.4. Following steps 

The previous paragraphs describe the main steps to create a 

REGARDS catalog for a project.  The web administration 

interface provides other functions, such as defining the layout 

of the user interface, configuring user’s groups and data 

access rights, adding web pages and documents, etc.  

3.1.5. On demand processing 

As explained in the introduction, only the L1A products are 

available. A plug-in is currently being developed to allow on 

demand processing to generate L1B and L1C products. This 

plug in calls the MUSCATE [4] processing chain deployed 

on the CNES HPC (High Performance Computing Center). 

The objective of this development is to allow the launching 

of an external processing chain when downloading products. 

The fig. 10 displays the mockup of this function. 

 

 

Fig. 10. User interface: cart and processing selection 

4. REGARDS AS DATALAKE API 

The STAF (Service Transfert et Archive Fichier) is the CNES 

Long Term Storage facility. The STAF is in operation since 

1995, and evolved to cope with hardware and software 

obsolescence. A main step of STAF evolution is to be 

conducted through the DATALAKE project.  

The objectives of the DATALAKE project are to replace 

the storage infrastructure (tape libraries and disk) by an object 

storage facility. The DATALAKE project offers several 

storage classes as shown in fig. 11. 

 

 

Fig. 11. DATALAKE Storage classes 

 

The STAF provides client server API that will be soon 

obsolete. Another objective of the DATALAKE project is to 

replace this API by REGARDS in order to provide a REST 

API for accessing STAF, to limit the impacts of the evolution 

of infrastructure and to preserve business metadata.  

Currently the REGARDS storage micro service uses a 

plug in to store data into STAF or to restore data from STAF 

as shown in fig. 12. 

 

  

Fig. 12. STAF interface 



In 2021, a new plug in will be developed to interface 

REGARDS and DATALAKE. So REGARDS will be able to 

interface both STAF and DATALAKE as shown in fig. 13. 

 

 
 

Fig. 13 REGARDS interface with STAF and 

DATALAKE 

 
Migration from STAF to DATALAKE is foreseen to be 

completed in 2023. For long term archiving, REGARDS 

REST API will be the mandatory interface to access 

DATALAKE LTA storage class to store and retrieve data as 

shown in fig. 14. 

 

 

 

Fig. 14 STAF interface in 2023 

 
Migration between STAF and DATALAKE is foreseen to 

begin mid-2022. Data files will be moved from the STAF tape 

library to DATALAKE. No migration is needed for 

REGARDS catalogs (data access is managed by the 

REGARDS storage micro-service and uses STAF or 

DATALAKE plug in). Migration to REGARDS will be 

necessary for other catalogs as shown in fig. 15. 

 

 

Fig. 15 Migration from STAF to DATALAKE 
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